
Home Learning – 17th April 2020 
 

Misbourne Class 
 
 

 

Maths 

Please log on to My Maths with the log in details that have been provided to you. Each child will find 

a set of tasks set for them which they are to complete as best as they can. I would hope to see each 

child aiming to score 80% or higher for each task - children are able to have more than one attempt 

at the task although I don't want the children to attempt a task more than three times if they have 

not reached 80%. I would like each child to complete 2 tasks per day (aiming for 80% each time) 

which they are free to choose. 

I would also like to see each child logging in and playing on Rock Star Times Tables - the class are 

currently in a battle with Wye class! 

English 

I would like each child to visit the website below and complete two reading comprehensions per 

day. Each reading comprehension consists of a variety of questions including inference questions 

which we have been working on this year. Once you have clicked on the link, you will need to click 

on the Reading Comprehension boxes that have Interactive next to them. Children can then find two 

reading comprehensions that interest them and complete them. 

https://www.everyschool.co.uk/english-key-stage-2-comprehension-2.html 

Creative tasks 

1) Choose a country in Asia and complete a fact file about that country. Information to research 

could include: 

 The size of the country in square miles or kilometres 
 The population of the country 
 What the country's flag looks like 
 The country's currency 
 The most popular languages spoken in the country 
 Any tourist attractions in the country 
 Any other interesting facts about the country 

2) Write a poem or song about a topic of your choice. It can be written about a hobby of yours, your 

family and friends or even school. Think about the different types of poems that you can write 

(haiku, acrostic, limerick) and you could even try to make it rhyme (eg: The Year 4 class name is 

called Chess, we really miss Mr S!)  

Please continue to tweet @Misbourne_WPA with any work or activities that you are getting up to. I 

will be doing my best to answer all the challenges this coming week and tweeting my attempts! 

I hope you are all continuing to keep safe and I hope to see you all again very soon! 

Mr S and Mrs Trigg 

 

https://www.everyschool.co.uk/english-key-stage-2-comprehension-2.html

